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36C25721B0013 
Solicitation Amendment 0003 

Consolidated RFIs 
Solicitation No. 36C25721B0013 

Convert Bldg 46W to Admin Space (CTX) 
Project No. 674-18-121 

 
1. Are we to dispose/abate of any asbestos, lead, mold or other hazardous material as part of this project?  

If so, provide appropriate hazardous material site survey report. 
A:  Asbestos is not present 
 

2. What will the ICRA level be for this project? 
A: IV 
 

3. Sheet AD-101 says to remove all asphalt parking, curb and gutter between the two buildings referenced.   
a. Are we to then place topsoil and new sod over the former asphalt area or is grass seed and mulch 

acceptable or are we required to do something else in this area?  Please clarify.  
A:  Omit note to demolish all asphalt between buildings 46W & 47W on sheet AD-101. 

 Omit note to replaced demolished paving with grass on sheet A-101.  Contractor shall provide all 
necessary materials and labor to stripe parking spaces on the existing asphalt up against the new curb 
that will be installed in this project.  Contractor is to coordinate this work with the VA-COR 

 
b. Are we to install a new irrigation system and if so where is the irrigation tie in point?  

A:  N/A 
 

4. Refer to Sheet A-601, Door Schedule.  In regard to fire rating, some doors require a 1 hour fire rating.  
We assume that all other doors in the door schedule do not need to be fire rated.  Are we correct? 

 A:  please see plans and specs 
 
5. The scope of work for fire alarm is not clear.  Are we to design and install an entirely new fire alarm 

system with the exception of the Existing to remain: fire alarm panel shown on Sheet FA-001, the 
Existing to remain: FDC, PIV, 6” boosted water main under road 11 Shown of Sheet FA-001, and the 
Existing to remain: PIV, FDC, 8” boosted water main across Road 7 and the items described as 
remaining in the Electrical Keyed Notes on Sheet FA-101? 

 A:  Yes 
 
6. If we are replacing the fire alarm system, is any portion of the system proprietary and therefore work can 

only be performed by one subcontractor (Simplex-Grinnell, JCI, etc.) 
 A:  can be worked on by anyone that is qualified to work on such systems 
 
7. Are we to reuse the existing fire alarm system conduit or demo out and install new fire alarm system 

conduit? 
 A:  Demo and install all new 
 
8. Is new fire alarm system conduit to be red? 
 A:  Yes 
 
9. Just to 100% confirm, are we to completely remove, design, and install a new fire sprinkler system? 
 A:  Yes 
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10. Plans show door operators on doors #100 and 125 but not in HDW sets. Please advise 
 A:  Provide and install door operators and all material and labor necessary for them to function 

correctly. 
 
11. HDW sets do not show an Electric retract device for door operator.  Please advise 
 A:  Contractor is to provide 
 
12. Door #125 – door schedule shows P-lam door and HM frame but refers to storefront doors and frames. 

Please advise. 
 A:  store front door system is to be used 
 
13. Please provide the basis of design for the ThyssenKrupp elevator. Are there drawings? Please provide 

documentation. 
 A:  see addendum 1 
 
14. Will the winning Contractor be required to install any kind of Rail or Guidance system? 
 A:  no 
 
15. Division 01 - Is it required that the GC retain the services of a professional photographer? 
 A:  No 
 
16. SF 1442 - Schedule B Request the VA consider an extension of the proposal due date due to the 

holiday's and other projects that are currently out for bid at this campus, to allow bidding contractors 
adequate time to incorporate RFI answers and the confirmed bid schedule into their pricing. 

 A:  The Bid Closing date was extended to 1/29/2021  
 
17. Division 01 - Will the VA provide egress signage for the residents when exits/entryways are closed off 

for construction? If not, what are the contractor-furnished temporary signage requirements? 
 A:  Contractor is to provide signage to ensure the safety of other people in the complex to egress safely 

in the event of an emergency 
 
18. SOW - Can the superintendent, site safety and health officer and quality control manager functions all 

be performed by the same individual? 
 A:  Yes 
 
19. Division 01 - For some construction trades, noise will exceed the sound level and time duration noted 

within the spec. Please advise if the spec can be revised to accommodate the scope of this project. 
 A: No 
 
20. Various - How will 46E and 46W be separated during construction? 
  A:  Coordinate with VA COR after award 
 
21. 01 00 00 – 6 - It is stated within the specs that the GC is responsible for maintaining certain items. Is the 

GC only responsibility for building 46W? 
 A: The GC is responsible for everything within the Limits of Construction 
 
22. 01 00 00 – 6 - What are the site security requirements for this project, fencing location? 
 A:  Fencing 
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23. SOW - Please provide a copy of the site visit sign in sheet. 
 A:  Provided 
 
24. Drawings - Does the VA have a preferred concrete washout area? If not, what is the requirement for a 

concrete washout? 
 A:  No 
 
25. Division 12 - Regarding the 2" Faux Wood Blinds. The request was HD Architectural and the style 

Everwood with no indication of level. There are 3 levels Rendition, Distinction, and Tru Grain. There is 
a large cost difference per unit and total between all 3 types.  The specs say all colors determined by 
architect. What level is to be priced? 

 A:  Distinction 
 
26. Division 1 - Where will the contractors go to obtain their badge for this project?  
 A:  Contractors shall provide their own badges with picture.   Badge to be worn at all times. 
 
27. Division 1 - Is TB Screening required for this project? 
 A:  No, but flu shots are required for all personnel 
 
28. SOW - What COVID-19 requirements does this project have? 
 A:  face mask 
 
29. 01 73 00 – 1 - Is a land surveyor required for this project? 
 A:  it is advised, but not required 
 
30. SOW - What are the work hours for this project? 
 A: 7am to 5pm.  Contractor can coordinate schedule with VA COR.  Contractor is to plan for after hours 

and weekend work for task that are disruptive to the VA, i.e. road closures, utility connections, utility 
shutdowns. 

 
31. 09 06 00 - Please provide existing material product data for the material that is to match existing per 

finish schedule. (Masonry, Face Brick & Shingles)  
 A:  N/A- provide samples to match existing.  Samples will be approved by the VA 
 
32. Specs - A commissioning specification section was not provided. Please provide scope of work for 

commissioning. 
 A:  n/a at this time 
 
33. SOW - Is it the VA's intent to run buildings 47, 46W, 45W and Renovate DOM-D concurrently?  
 A: Yes 
 
34. SOW - What ICRA Classification is this project? 
 A:  IV 
 
35. A-602 - Please provide a revised finish schedule, finish material schedule. The information provided on 

A-602 does not match between each table. For example, "Type Marks" WD, SVF-5, LT and ACF are 
not provided in the finish material schedule. 

 A:  please follow the contract documents 
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36: SOW - Where will the GC's laydown area be? 
 A:  TBD 
 
37. LS-102 - Is a thermal barrier required for areas around the perimeter wall noted as "No Floor" on sheet 

LS-102? 
 A:  please follow the contract documents 
 
38. A-120 & A-602 - Per A-120 Room # 100 "Open Office" key note 11 - this area is to have "No Ceiling" 

but in review of A-602 it states Room 100 is to have ACT-1. Please advise which is correct. 
 A:  no ceiling in this area 
 
39. Per the site visit; it was found that the one-line drawing, included in bid documents, does not match the 

existing conditions. The drawings state to install a new breaker in Panel DP-8 to feed the new equipment 
in the section to be remodeled. Two separate transformers, feeding a separate gear section each, have 
already been installed.  Designations T-7A to MP-A and T-7B to MP-B. Distribution.  Is the work 
shown on the drawing sheet EP-103, for the change out of the riser equipment, still required to be done 
and if not will revised drawings be supplied prior to bid due date? 

 A:  GC is to plan to follow the construction documents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


